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Мумбаи участвовать в ежегодном конкурсе Гуджарати История Дать организовано Aatman Foundation, Гандинагар. Darsha Kikani and her team of supporters last month, in a public lecture on education, psephologist Yogendra Yadav shared that a child should be taught in his native language before the age of 5. He explained how
it is important for the solid and solid foundation of a child's intelligence. If this is the case, as confirmed by many other education experts, I wonder why parents today are pushing their children to speak English rather than their native language. Darsha Kikani of the Aatman Foundation felt deeply about the issue. Indians have not only
bilingual, but even trilingual (including Hindi) and this aspect, according to Kikani had to be used. A graduate of the early IIM Ahmedabad party, this idea led Kikani to create the annual gujarati history writing competition, back in 2017. Ahmedabad based the storytelling competition, now in its third year has received more than 1,400
original fiction stories from approximately 100 English and Gujarati high schools in Gujarat and Mumbai. This is a fantastic step towards promoting the national language. The competition, which took entries from January 1 to 15, 2019 primarily promotes children standard 6-10 to write stories in Gujarati, but this year Kikani also
encouraged teachers as well as children with special abilities to contribute creatively. The 1,400 stories that have been separated from more than 12,000 entries are additionally filtered into a handful of 35/40 stories that are selected each year to get featured in Varta Melo's anthology. The book is curated by Kikani and the jury each year
after the competition and helps children become authors. The award ceremony for the winners of the 2018 competition, which made the best stories, is chosen in August by writers and jury members and additionally receive certificates and cash prizes ranging from 1000 rubles/- to 11,000 rubles/-. Winners are selected from three
competitive categories: Special Children, Normal Children and Teachers. Kikani, who and her husband started a literary competition, invested their own funds to make the idea move; today it receives support from corporate social responsibility funds. This year's jury included Gujarati's literary figures such as Sakalakhand Patel, Natvar
Patel and Pragna Patel, and the award ceremony will take place on February 24, 2019 in an auditorium at the ATMA's Le Corbusier house. The event will also honor Gujarati children's literature writer Haresh Nayak, as well as origami and children's craft work expert Jayant Dharamshi. Sri Chandrakant Shet, a well-known poet-author, will
honor this event as the main guest, while the man of the sparrow Jagat Kinhabwala will be present as the Guest of Honor. At a time when indigenous languages are on the verge of extinction, initiatives like the Aatman Foundation are welcome because they provide the counter-force discrimination these languages face. I Gujarat Updated:
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reached the point where he lived today. Sundar Pichai and his brother were to sleep in the living room. The handsome father of a middle-class family was not on television as a child. And if you want to get out, the family will go on a scooter. They had no better choice than that. When Sundar was 12 years old, he had a rotary phone. And
Sundar easily memorized all the numbers. Even today, Pichai is popular with Google for its brain, which still works brightly with calculators. After joining IIT Kharagpur, Pichai received a Stanford University scholarship after entering all competitions. I studied the physics of science and semiconductor here. To get Pichai to the U.S., his
family had to pay Rs. 50,000 had to be broken up. Sundar Pichai in the U.S. missed his girlfriend in India, who was his wife today. Instead of getting his doctorate, Sundar Pichai took up engineering and started working as a semiconductor manufacturer in Silicon Valley. Then, on April 1, 2004, you got a job at Google. He had no idea he
would become Google's CEO in ten years. Pichai once again proved that even a middle-class Indian can make a big name in the world with his skills. Gujarat News - Gujarat Samachar - I Gujarat: Gujarat, Country, Foreign, Education, Business, Cinema, Astrology, Religion, Sport, More, To Get Viral News Click on I am Gujarat Facebook
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